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In quantum mechanics, the formalism of quantum operations, described in detail by
Kraus [1], describes the most general possible state change. In this formalism there is an
input state 
in
and an output state 
out













The map is determined by a quantum operation E, a linear, trace-decreasing map that






















The Kraus operators A
k
completely specify the quantum operation E. The insight [4, 5]
that one can recast the problem of achieving optimal quantum teleportation [2] into one of
optimal reversal of quantum operations, enables one to establish a more general connection
between quantum operations, or quantum channels, and teleportation schemes. In Ref.[10],
it was demonstrated how this connection enables one to explore optimal approximate reversal
of quantum operations on a single qubit.
Recently, the problem of classical capacity of quantum channels with time correlated
noise was considered by C. Macchiavello and G. M. Palma [9]. In particular, the problem
of subjecting quantum states to two correlated or uncorrelated depolarizing channels were
analyzed. In the light of the above insight, it is natural to ask what teleportation schemes
would give rise to two correlated or uncorrelated generalized depolarizing channels. In this
paper, we show how the entanglement teleportation scheme of J. Lee and M. S. Kim [6]
yields two uncorrelated generalized depolarizing channels. However, in order to obtain two
correlated generalized depolarizing channels, the entangled states shared between the sender
and receiver have to be changed. Interestingly, this modication yields an entanglement
teleportation scheme, which allows one to learn about the entanglement of a bipartite pure
input state, decreasing the delity [3] of the teleported state with respect to the input state,
but remarkably without changing the amount of entanglement associated with the original
input state.
Here, we adopt the following measure of entanglement [6]. Consider a density operator
~
12










is entangled if and only if ~
12
















is a negative eigenvalue of ~
12
, satises the necessary conditions required for every
measure of entanglement.
To set the stage, we begin with a description of a general teleportation scheme, which
involves a sender, Alice, and a receiver, Bob, sharing a single pair of entangled particles.
Alice is in possession of two n-level quantum systems, the input system 1, and another
system 2 arbitrarily entangled with a third n-level target system 3 in Bob's possession.








is an unknown state of the input system 1, and 
23
is an arbitrary entangled state
of systems 2 and 3. Since the systems 1 and 3 are identical and thus have the same state
space, a one-to-one correspondence from the state space of the composite system onto itself
can be established by a unitary swap operator U
1(2)3




































When extended to operators Q
123


































is the counterpart of 
23
.
To teleport the input state ~
1
to Bob's target system 3, Alice performs a generalized































If Alice's measurement has outcome i, she communicates her measurement result to Bob via
a classical channel. The state of Bob's target system 3 conditioned on Alice's measurement








































































































































make up the complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors of ~
12
in the

























































































































is related to 
3































































and the single index m denotes the triple (j; k; l).
Next, we consider the entanglement teleportation scheme of J. Lee and M. S. Kim [6],
in a slightly more general setting. Alice is in possession of four n-level quantum systems,
the two entangled input systems 1 and 2, and another two systems 3 and 5, each arbitrarily
4
entangled respectively with a fth and a sixth n-level target systems 4 and 6 in Bob's















are arbitrary entangled states of systems 34 and 56. To teleport the input state
~
12
to Bob's target systems 46, Alice performs generalized measurements on systems 13 and





















If Alice's measurements have outcomes (i; i
0
), she communicates her measurement results
to Bob via classical channels. The state of Bob's target systems 46 conditioned on Alice's
measurement results (i; i
0





























































































































































































































































































































































swapping the states of systems 2 and 3, and those of systems 4 and 5, while leaving systems




into a form similar to that of Eq.(3).


















































swapping the states of systems 1 and 5, and those of systems 3 and 6, while leaving systems
2 and 4 alone. It plays an analogous role to U
1(2)3
in Eq.(4), establishing a one-to-one
5
correspondence from the state space of the composite system onto itself, since the systems















































) in the joint space of 1 (2) and 3 (5), and performing the partial trace of Eq.(7) in











































































































































































































































































is related to 
46



















































































































Now, we are ready to show that, for two-level systems 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 (from hereon






















































































































































































































describes two uncorrelated generalized depolarizing channels. Here, we use j0i and
j1i to denote an orthonormal set of basis states for each two-level system. Eq.(10) and






for all 1  i; i
0












































































































) in the joint space of 1 (2)



















































































Eq.(9), when i = i
0
































































































































































and substituting Eq.(12) and Eq.(14) into Eq.(13) yield two uncorrelated generalized depo-
larizing channels E
11



















































































































































































































































































































are the Pauli matrices. It turns out that, with dierent Alice's measurement outcomes (i; i
0
)
























For Bob to successfully complete the teleportation protocol, he must perform a (i; i
0
)-








































































which optimally reverses E
ii
0
. For simplicity, we assume the input state

46
is an entangled pure state:

46
= (cos j00i + sin j11i)
46
(h00j cos  + h11j sin ); (17)
with E(
46
) = sin 2. In Ref.[10], it was shown that the optimal approximate reversal







. For instance, since E
11
































































































































































































































  (1  )(1 + 2) sin
2
2] (19)














sin 2]  2(2     
2
)): (20)
It is impossible to obtain two correlated generalized depolarizing channels from Eq.(7).





, and demanding that the resulting Kraus operators
reduces to Eq.(25), would in general result in requiring Alice's generalized measurements





























































































































































Consequently, when i = i
0

















































































Substituting Eq.(14) and Eq.(24) into Eq.(23) gives two correlated generalized depolarizing
channels E
11



















































































































































































. Therefore, information about the input state could be
obtained, in accordance with Ref.[7]. However, we note that it is only information about the






which is obtainable. Information about
the individual subsystems 4 and 6, and that about the associated entanglement encoded via
c
rs
; r 6= s, is not.
It turns out that, for dierent i = i
0












. For i 6= i
0
, we do not have two correlated generalized depolarizing chan-
nels specied by Kraus operators of the form in Eq.(25). However, there exsists \partial

































































































































































































































This is in contrast to Eq.(19) since F
max
increases with the amount of entanglement associ-
ated with the input state. More interestingly, when we calculate the amount of entanglement









)) = sin 2; (29)
equal to the amount of entanglement associated with the input state, Eq.(17).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated how the entanglement teleportation scheme [6]
gives rise to two uncorrelated generalized depolarizing channels. In an attempt to nd
a teleportation scheme which yields two correlated generalized depolarizing channels, we
discover a novel teleportation scheme which allows us to learn about the entanglement in the
entangled pure input state, but without decreasing the amount of entanglement associated
with it.
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